prove that there exists a global continuous section of P and Ker P is a deformation retract of Diff g 5 (M) 0 . In Section 4, we study the group structure of Ker P.
In Section 5 and Section 6, we prove our Theorem. § 1.
G-Manifold Structure of M and the Functional Structure of M/G
In this paper we assume that all manifolds and all actions are differentiate of class C°°.
In this section we study the G-manifold structure of M. First we see that it is sufficient for us to consider r\ = \ (see Lemma 1.1). Next we give a differentiable structure of M/G such that the functional structure of M/G is induced from that of M (see Lemma 1.2) .
Let M be a closed connected smooth G-manifold such that M/G is homeomorphic to [0, 1] . We denote this homeomorphism by /. Let n: M-»M/G be the natural projection. [3, Chapter VI, § 6]). Moreover M is equivariantly diffeomorphic to a union of the G-manifolds M 0 and M t such that their boundaries are identified under a G-diffeomorphism rj'i dMQ-^dM^. Let V i be a normal vector space of G(x t ) at x t and K t be the isotropy subgroup of x t for i = 0, 1. Then V t is a representation space of K t . From the differentiate slice theorem, M f is equivariantly diffeomorphic to a smooth G-bundle Gx K 
.D(V t ) which is associated to the principal K t bundle n t : G-*G/K i9 where D(V^) is a unit disc in V t .
Let H be a principal isotropy subgroup of the G-manifold M. We can assume that H is a subgroup of K 0 n K^ Let e { e S(V t ) be a point such that the isotropy subgroup of e t is H for i = 0, 1, where S(V t ) is a unit sphere in V t . Thus 00/?-1 is a smooth map, and 9 is a smooth map on ^((O, 1)). From the definition, 9 is a smooth map on 9~l(r) for r^ 1/2. Therefore 9 is a smooth map.
There exists a G-diffeomorphism h t : G/H->Gx K .S(Vi) given by h t (gH)
(2) Let 9\ (0, 2)-»(0, 1) be a smooth map given by for for
Since 0'(r)>0 for 0<r<2, 9 is a diffeomorphism. Let a: fl'KCO, l))-»G/# x(0, 1) be a G-diffeomorphism given by a = (l, 0)o/J. Then (floor 1 )(#H, r)
= (9of}-1 )(gH 9 9~1(r)) = r, and 0oa -1 is the projection on the second factor. 
. Put h=¥(f).
We shall first prove that h is smooth on n~1(G). Since /(0) = 0, there exists a real number e such that 0<£< 1/2 and /(e 2 )<l/4.
fc(to,t?]) = to, IP !(/)(»)] for any [gr,t;]eM 0 ( e ). Then the composition is given by h(x, v) = (x, *Pi(f)(v))
for a e G. Since V^f) is a smooth map by Lemma 3.2, /i is smooth on ^(O). Similarly we can prove that h is smooth on n~l(l). Since /? is smooth on TT~ *(((), 1)) by the definition, h is a smooth map. Since h~l = W(f~1), h~l is also a smooth map. Thus h is a G-diffeomorphism of M, and this completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
In order to prove Lemma 3,2, we need the following assertion. 
Jo that F(X)>0 for 0<x< 1. It is easy to see that <P is continuous. To prove Proposition 4.1, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Ler G be a compact Lie group. Let K and N be closed subgroups of G. Let n: G-+G/K be the natural projection. Then there exists a smooth local section a of n, which is defined on an open neighborhood U of IX, such that a(lK) = 1 and a(x) eNforxe n(N) fl U.
Proof. Let n i : N-»N/(JV n X) be a natural projection. Let i; JV^G be the inclusion and let /: N/(N fl K)-^G/K be a map satisfying n°i = I°n 1 . Since /(JV/(NnX)) = 7r(N) is an orbit of the natural action NxG/K-tG/K, I is an imbedding. Let U be a disc neighborhood around 7i(l) in G/X and let U 1 be a disc neighborhood around 7^ (1) in N/(N fl X). Since I is an imbedding, we can assume I(U l ) = U fl I(N/(N fl X))= U" n 7r(N). Let o^ : C/i-^JV be a smooth local section of 7r t satisfying o-1 (7r(l)) = l. Then a±°I~l is a smooth section defined on 1(11^). We can extend ciiO/-1 to a smooth local section defined on U. Then cr(7r(l)) = 1 and a(U fl n(NJ) cz JV. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. (7), Spin (9) . For the cases G = G 2 , Spin (7), Spin (9), we can determine N(H)/H by using I. Yokota's definitions of these Lie groups in [9, Chapter 5].
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Let V be a representation of G such that G acts transitively and effectively on a unit sphere S(V) of V. Let H be the isotropy subgroup of a point of S(V). Then we have the following list:
G H N(H)/H S0(n) (n>3) S0(n-l) z z SU(n) (n>2) SU(n-l) t/(l) U(n) (n>l) U(n-l) £7(1) Sp(n) («>1) Sp(n~l) Sp(\) Sp(n)x Z2 S* (n>l)
Lemma 4.4. (1) Let F: [ -1, l]-»jR be a smooth function such that
F(0) = 0. Putf(x) = F(x)/xforx^Qandf(x) = F'(Q)forx = Q. Thenf: [-1, 1] ->R is a well defined smooth function. (2) Put Q([-l, 1], ^) = {FeC co ([-l, 1], R)i F(0) = 0} 5 endowed with C 00 topology. Let &: Cg^-l, 1], ^)->C°°([-l, 1
], R) be a map given by <P(F)(x)=f(x).
Then $ is continuous. Proof. Let h t e Ker P for i = 1 , 2. For 0 < r < I and g e G, we have , r) ", r) 
)(r) = (f l (r),f 2 (r)).

Note that L(h) = b-c = a and L(0) is contained in C?([-e, e], N(H)/H). Here C^([ -e, s], N(H}/H) denotes the set of all smooth even maps /: [ -e, s] -+N(H)IH, endowed with C°° topology. Let T: C?([-e, s], N(H)/H)^> C°°([0, e 2 ], N(H)/H) be a map defined by T(f)(r)=f( y /~f).
By the same argument as in the proof in Lemma 2.4, we can prove that T is continuous. Thus 
= (9'<lt(<*)(r)>r). h t (gK i ) = ga(i)-K i (i = Q y l) for geG. Here we need the following
Ox [0, 1] Jli> C°°(C, P^ll2 (gU^) x [0, 1] ((*o. g )^o..)M), CGO(^O x Dl/2 ( Fo)f c/ 0 x Z) 1/2 (F 0 )) x [0, 1] ((P1) *' (P2U>1) > C°°(IF 0 x Z) 1/2 (F 0 ), t/ 0 ) x C«(W 0 x Z) 1/2 (F 0 ), 2) 1/2 (F 0 )) x [0, 1] -^ C~(W 0 x Z) ]/2 (F 0 ), I7 0 ) x C-(PF 0 x D 1/2 (F 0 ), D 1/2 (F 0 ))
. § 6. Proof of Theorem
In this section, we shall see that L: S-»2i is an isomorphism between topological groups, and we shall prove our Theorem. Then pKK,-,) is a commutative normal subgroup of G f , and p' i (K J -1 ) = {l}. If p-(Kj) = G f , then pJ(T') is a normal subgroup of G £ , hence p-(T') = {l}. Therefore, if p^Kj) = G,, then p' f (r) = {l} and P ;(K n ) = {l} for n^j. Note that \jj a (rkeQ) = rkae Q = rkaeQ for 0<r<l, fceKg.
Consider the case K = SU(ri) (n>2), H = SU(n-l) and N(H, K)/J7=(7(1). In this case, V Q = C n and (7(1) . Similarly we can see that /? is smooth on 7r~1(l). By the definition, h is smooth on ^((O, 1)), and this completes the proof of Lemma 6.4. 
